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Radiation Exposure Associated With
Computed Tomography in Childhood
and the Subsequent Risk of Cancer:
A Meta-Analysis of Cohort Studies

Ruixue Huang1 , Xiaodan Liu2, Li He1, and Ping-Kun Zhou2

Abstract

Background: Computed tomography (CT) is used worldwide; however, recent studies suggest that CT radiation exposure
during childhood may be a risk factor for cancer, although the data are inconsistent.

Methods: A comprehensive search of electronic databases including PubMed, SpringerLink, Embase, Cochrane Library, Elsevier/
ScienceDirect, Medline, Orbis, and Web of Science databases from January 1990 to November 2018 for observational epide-
miologic studies reporting associations between radiation exposure from CT in childhood and the subsequent risk of cancer was
conducted. A linear model was used to explore the dose–response relationship.

Results: Seven studies with 1180 987 children enrolled were included. The risk of later cancer was 1.32-fold higher for children
exposed to CT than those without exposure. Compared to those not exposed to pediatric CT, the relative risk (RRs) were larger
for the higher doses but with wider CIs (RR for 5-10 mGy: 0.90, 95% CI: 0.69-1.12; RR for 10-15 mGy: 1.02, 95% CI: 0.86-1.18; RR
for >15 mGy: 1.13, 95% CI: 0.97-1.30), the leukemia risk was higher in exposed children (RR: 1.23, 95% CI: 1.10-1.36), and brain
cancer risk was higher in exposed children (RR: 1.54, 95% CI: 0.84-2.45).

Conclusions: Our analysis suggested that radiation exposure from CT during childhood is associated with a subsequently
elevated risk of cancer. However, caution is needed when interpreting these results because of the heterogeneity among the
studies. The findings should be confirmed in further studies with longer follow-up periods.
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Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) has become increasingly used

worldwide since its introduction in the 1970s.1 Currently, the

number of annual CT scans performed in the United States is

10-fold higher than in the early 1990s, numbering over

80 million in 2005.2 Computed tomography enables early diag-

nosis of cardiovascular and chest diseases and optimal man-

agement of injuries, surgeries, and cancers.3 Computed

tomography utilization has increased over the last 2 decades.

In 2011, 85 million CT examinations were performed in the

USA, of which 5% to 11% were performed in children.4 More-

over, among children under 5 years of age, the rate of CT use

doubled from 11/1000 in 1996 to 20/1000 between 2005 and

2007, while for children aged 5 to 14 years, the rate of CT use

almost tripled, from 10.5/1000 in 1996 to 27.0/1000 between
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2005 and 2007.4 The head was the most commonly imaged

region in these pediatric CT examinations, followed by the

chest region. However, the risk of radiation-related cancer is

not negligible.5 In 2001, Brenner et al showed that the number

of pediatric CT scans was quantitatively associated with the

lifetime cancer risk6; the story immediately hit the front page of

USA Today. The public perception of pediatric CT became

negative, and some parents even refused to allow their children

to undergo CT.7

An appropriate balance between the use of CT and child

protection is required. Many epidemiological studies have

measured radiation exposure caused by childhood CT and the

subsequent cancer risks8-11; for example, Pearce et al reported a

positive association between radiation dose from CT scans and

leukemia (excess relative risk [ERR] per mGy: 0.036, 95% CI:

0.005-0.120) and brain tumors (ERR: 0.023, 95% CI: 0.010-

0.049).12 It remains unclear whether children with cancer are

more likely to have had a prior CT scan, and whether the risk is

increased by subsequent CT scans. It is also not clear whether

pediatric CT increases the cancer risk to a level greater than

that of nonexposed children. Epidemiological studies disagree

as some reported an increased cancer risk10 while others did

not.13 The discrepancies may be attributable to among-study

differences in CT dose, gender, age at first CT, scan frequency,

and follow-up duration. Also, radiation-associated cancer risk

may vary by cancer type. Therefore, we performed a systematic

review and meta-analysis and calculated the pooled cancer RR

by pediatric CT status. We also performed subgroup analyses

by CT dose, years to cancer development, age at first CT

exposure, gender, and CT frequency. We additionally per-

formed a dose–response analysis.

Methods

We evaluated children aged < 18 years who did and did not

undergo CT in terms of radiation dose, years to develop-

ment of cancer, age at first CT, gender, and CT frequency.

We retrieved all papers published from January 1990 to

November 2018. Cancer incidence (the RR) was compared

between children who did and did not undergo CT. Doses

were divided into < 30, 30 to 50, and > 50 mGy. Years to

cancer development were divided into 2, 5, and 10 years.

Age at first CT was divided into 0 to 5, 6 to 15, and >15

years. We considered the doses absorbed into red bone mar-

row (RBM, mGy)14 and combined the doses for all organ

types, as shown in Table 1.

Study Selection

Inclusion Criteria

We evaluated studies meeting the following criteria: (1) eva-

luation of cancer incidence according to the degree of exposure

to any form of CT (examination, diagnosis, or treatment) per-

formed on subjects aged <18 years (based on the United

Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child,20 ie, infants

[1-2 years], toddlers [2-5 years], school-aged children

[6-12 years], and adolescents/teenagers [13-18 years]); (2) the

availability of effect estimates as RRs (the risk of an event in

Table 1. Characteristics of Included Retrospective Studies.

Study Data source
Total
participants Duration Dose Relative risk of “cancer” + RT

Meulepas et al14 Dutch Pediatric CT Study 168 394 1979-2014 Mean cumulative RMB ¼
9.5 mGy; brain dose¼
38.5 mGy

RR: 1.47; 95% CI: 1.34-1.61
Brain cancer—RR: 2.05; 95% CI: 1.48-2.83
Leukemia—RR: 1.39; 95% CI: 1.13-1.70

Gonzalez et al13 National Health Service
Central Register

178 601 1980-2008 Mean cumulative RMB ¼
12 mGy; HL ¼ 8 mGy

RR: 0.92; 95% CI: 0.38-2.22

Nordenskjold
et al15

Karolinska University
Hospital

26 370 1973-1992 Brain: 7.3-25.7 mGy RR: 2.28; 95% CI: 1.56-3.33

Krille et al16 German Childhood
Cancer Registry

44 584 1966-2008 NA RR: 1.82; 95% CI: 1.29-2.50
Brain cancer—RR: 1.35; 95% CI: 0.54-2.78
Leukemia—RR: 1.72; 95% CI: 0.89-3.01

Journy et al17 One of 23 radiology
departments

58 620 2000-2010 NA RR: 1.05; 95% CI: 0.95-1.09
Brain cancer—RR: 0.9; 95% CI: 0.70-1.16
Leukemia—RR: 1.12; 95% CI: 0.84-1.52

Huang et al18 National Health Insurance
Research database

24 418 NA NA RR: 1.29; 95% CI: 0.90-1.85
Brain cancer—RR: 2.67; 95% CI: 0.75-9.45
Leukemia—RR: 1.33; 95% CI: 0.14-12.8

Mathews et al19 Electronic Medicare
Records

680 000 Average
9.5 years

RR: 1.24; 95% CI: 1.20-1.29
Brain cancer—RR: 2.13; 95% CI: 1.88-2.41
Leukemia—RR: 1.19; 95% CI: 1.03-1.37

Abbreviations: CT, computed tomography; HL, Hodgkin Lymphoma; RMB, red bone marrow dose; RR, relative risk; RT, radiotherapy.
Bold values indicates p<0.01.
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the experimental group relative to that the control group),

hazard ratios (HRs; the ratio between the chance of an event

occurring in the treatment arm and occurring in the control

arm), or odds ratios (ORs; the probability of an event occurring

in the experimental group relative to that in the control group)

with 95% CIs that were either already calculated or calculable

using published data21; (3) prospective or retrospective cohort,

or case–control, studies; (4) utility of data in terms of dose–

response analysis; and (5) English-language studies.

Exclusion Criteria

The exclusion criteria were (1) case reports, letters, editorial

comments, conference abstracts, reviews lacking RRs, HRs, or

ORs, and retracted reports; and (2) non-English-language

studies. Our meta-analysis was conducted with reference to the

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses (PRISMA; http://www.prisma-statement.org/).22

Search Strategy and Data Collection

Searching proceeded in 2 steps. The search string was

(“tumour”[All Fields] OR “neoplasms”[MeSH Terms] OR

“neoplasms” [All Fields] OR “tumor”[All Fields]) AND

(“child”[MeSH Terms] OR “child”[All Fields]) AND

(“tomography, X-ray computed”[MeSH Terms] OR

(“tomography”[All Fields] AND “X-ray” [All Fields] AND

“computed”[All Fields]) OR “X-ray computed tomography”

[All Fields] OR (“computed”[All Fields] AND

“tomography”[All Fields]) OR “computed tomography” [All

Fields]) AND (“radionuclide imaging” [MeSH Terms] OR

(“radionuclide”[All Fields] AND “imaging” [All Fields]) OR

“radionuclide imaging”[All Fields] OR “scan”[All Fields]). Two

team members independently interrogated the PubMed, Spring-

erLink, Embase, Cochrane Library, Elsevier/ScienceDirect,

Medline, Orbis, and Web of Science databases from January

1990 to November 2018. Reference lists were also checked and

citations retrieved if necessary. The same team evaluated the

methodological strengths and weaknesses of each paper by ref-

erence to the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of

Interventions (http://handbook.cochrane.org). During quality

assessment, we explored whether the measurements were accu-

rate, and whether statistical evaluation was rigorous. We

recorded the first author’s name, year of publication, study

region, follow-up duration, number of participants, baseline age,

cumulative, mean or estimated RBM radiation dose associated

with CT, adjusted and unadjusted RRs (95% CI; or HRs) of

cancer, and confounders. Adjusted RRs were preferred; unad-

justed RRs or HRs were used if adjusted RRs were not available.

We considered ORs and HRs to be proxies for RR, given the low

incidences of cancer. Study eligibility was decided by consen-

sus. We used snowball approach to review all the references

(backward search) and the articles that cited the included papers

(forward search).23 If the required information was lacking, the

authors were contacted by email. Ethical approval was not

required because the data were collected from published studies.

Statistical Analysis

STATA software (version 12.0) was used to perform all meta-

analyses. Heterogeneity and inconsistency were assessed using

the I2 statistic. Generally, an I2�50% was considered to indicate

high-level heterogeneity, and a random effects model was used

for meta-analysis. An I2 < 50% was considered to reflect low-

level heterogeneity, and a fixed effects model was used for

analysis.24 The results are presented as forest plots; the publica-

tion bias toward positive results was analyzed using funnel plots

and the Begg test. A 2-tailed P value <.05 was considered to

reflect statistical significance. Subgroup analyses were stratified

by dose, years to cancer development, age, gender, and fre-

quency. However, if the dose range was not given, the maximum

dose was used. We employed the 2-stage, linear dose–response

model of STATA (version 12.0) to pool the RRs of CT exposure.

Results

Literature Search and Characteristics of Included Studies

We initially retrieved 3265 records. After excluding duplica-

tions, 862 remained, of which 480 were removed after reviewing

the titles or abstracts. Of the remaining 382 records, 7 full-text

studies met all of the inclusion criteria.13,14,15-19 Of the studies

excluded from the 382 records, 201 were conference abstracts

lacking full text, or case reports, 65 did not report original

research, 51 did not provide comparative data, 25 were repeat

publications, and 30 were nonhuman studies (Figure 1). All 7

included studies were retrospective cohort studies. The extracted

information is listed in Table 1. The 7 studies were performed in

varied regions, with 1180 987 children enrolled from 1973 to

2014. Five studies were performed in Europe, and 1 in Asia and

1 in Australia. The CT radiation doses were calculated as mean

RBM (red bone marrow). Eleven cancer types were reported:

head-and-neck, colon, skin, breast, testis, kidney, central nervous

system, thyroid, and pelvic cancer, and leukemia and Hodgkin

lymphoma. Most cancer types (except leukemia and brain can-

cer) were not subjected to subgroup analysis because they were

reported in only 1 or 2 studies. All studies used medical records

or national health system registry data to confirm CT histories

and cancer diagnoses. In terms of quality assessment, we

explored study design, conduct, and analysis. All studies clearly

described the participants, source populations, and cancer diag-

noses. However, the studies exhibited various limitations that

may reduce the representativeness and validity of our review.

First, the age at first CT varied. Also, selection bias was in play;

different studies employed distinct databases that may not have

controlled for child socioeconomic status, which may have intro-

duced heterogeneity. However, despite these limitations, the

information provided by all studies was robust and reliable.

Pediatric CT Radiation Exposure, Radiation Dose,
and Subsequent Cancer Risk

We extracted the RRs of 7 studies with 1180 987 children and

used a random effects model in our meta-analysis (I2 ¼ 86.9%,

Huang et al 3
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P ¼ .000). The risk of later cancer was 1.32-fold greater in

children who underwent CT compared to those who did not

(RR: 1.32, 95% CI: 1.15-1.50; Figure 2A).

To explore CT dose-dependency, we extracted the RRs of 3

studies delivering doses 5 to 10 mGy, 10 to 15 mGy, and >15

mGy and analyzed them using a random effects model (I2 ¼
89.8%, P¼ .354). The RRs were larger for the higher doses but

with wider CIs (RR for 5-10 mGy: 0.90, 95% CI: 0.69-1.12; RR

for 10-15 mGy: 1.02, 95% CI: 0.86-1.18; RR for >15 mGy:

1.13, 95% CI: 0.97-1.30; Figure 2B).

Radiation-Associated Cancer Type, Elapsed Time, Age
at the First Exposure, and Subsequent Risk of Various
Cancers

To explore whether CT radiation increased the risk of later

cancers, we extracted the RRs of leukemia and brain cancer

from 5 studies and analyzed them using a random effects model

(I2 ¼ 84.5%, P ¼ .000). Exposure to CT radiation did signif-

icantly increase the risk of later leukemia (RR: 1.23, 95% CI:

1.10-1.36; Figure 3A), and the risk of brain cancer was 1.54-

fold higher in exposed than nonexposed children (RR: 1.54,

95% CI: 0.84-2.45; Figure 3A).

To explore the time elapsed between pediatric CT and sub-

sequent cancer, we extracted the RRs of 3 studies with elapsed

times of 2, 5, and 10 years and analyzed them using a random

effects model (I2 ¼ 44.7%, P ¼ .054). Those exposed to CT

were at a 1.24-fold higher risk of cancer by 2 years after CT

(RR: 1.24, 95% CI: 1.19-1.28), at a 1.38-fold higher risk after 5

years (RR: 1.38, 95% CI: 0.83-1.94), and at a 1.26-fold risk

after 10 years (RR: 1.26, 95% CI: 0.74-1.77) than nonexposed

children (Figure 3B).

To explore if age at first CT affected the later risk of cancer,

we extracted the RRs of 2 studies on children of different ages

(0-5, 6-15, and >15 years) and analyzed them using a random

effects model (I2 ¼ 58.9%, P ¼ .032). Compared to those not

exposed to pediatric CT, the cancer risk was 1.35-fold greater

for children exposed to CT when 0 to 5 years of age (RR: 1.35,

95% CI: 1.25-1.45), 1.14-fold for children 6 to 15 years of age

(RR: 1.14, 95% CI: 1.06-1.22), and 1.24-fold for children

>15 years of age (RR: 1.24, 95% CI: 1.14-1.34, Figure 3C).

Publication Bias

The Begg test P value was significant at 0.153, thereby indi-

cating that publication bias was unlikely.

Discussion

Overall, the risk of later cancer was 1.32-fold higher in children

exposed to CT than in those not so exposed. We also performed

subgroup meta-analyses. Compared to those not exposed to

pediatric CT, the RRs were larger for the higher doses but with

wider CIs (RR for 5-10 mGy: 0.90, 95% CI: 0.69-1.12; RR for

10-15 mGy: 1.02, 95% CI: 0.86-1.18; RR for >15 mGy: 1.13,

95% CI: 0.97-1.30). Subgroup analysis showed that the leuke-

mia risk and brain cancer risk were higher in exposed children.

These data are consistent with previous findings.18,25 The

reports that we analyzed had certain limitations; thus, our find-

ings should be interpreted with caution. However, our study is

the most comprehensive analysis performed to date. A sys-

tematic and detailed understanding of the association between

pediatric CT and later cancer risk is required, but we suggest

that medical care providers need to weigh the risks and benefits

of diagnostic studies. Future randomized trials and prospective

Figure 1. Flowchart of study identification and selection process. Initially retrieved 3265 records. After excluding duplications, 862 remained, of
which 480 were removed after reviewing the titles or abstracts. Of the remaining 382 records, 7 full-text studies met all of the inclusion criteria.
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cohort studies are necessary. Our subgroup meta-analyses

must be interpreted cautiously due to heterogeneity. However,

the link between the brain cancer risk of children aged <5

years with time elapsed after CT requires urgent attention.

Chen et al raised similar concerns,26 reporting a significant

increase in all cancer risk after facial CT (RR¼ 1.14; 95% CI:

1.01-1.28). However, neither subgroup nor dose–response

analyses were performed, and attributable risk (AR), lifetime

risk (LR), and RR were calculated, perhaps weakening the

conclusions. We performed subgroup and dose–response

analyses to explore the effects of CT radiation exposure and

dosage on the later cancer risk; CT doses should be minimized

in children.

The child-specific impact of CT radiation has received

attention from both the scientific community and the media.

Solth et al considered it necessary to reduce pediatric

Figure 2. Relationship between radiation exposure from CT scan-
ning, radiation dose, and subsequent cancer risk. A, The risk of later
cancer was 1.32-fold greater in children who underwent CT com-
pared to those who did not (RR: 1.32, 95% CI: 1.15-1.50). B, The RRs
were larger for the higher doses but with wider CIs (RR for 5-10 mGy:
0.90, 95% CI: 0.69-1.12; RR for 10-15 mGy: 1.02, 95% CI: 0.86-1.18;
RR for >15 mGy: 1.13, 95% CI: 0.97-1.30). CT indicates computed
tomography; RR, relative risk.

Figure 3. Relationship between radiation-associated cancer type,
elapse time, age at the first exposure from CT scanning and subse-
quent cancer risk. A, Exposure to CT radiation did significantly
increase the risk of later leukemia (RR: 1.23, 95% CI: 1.10-1.36).
Exposure to CT radiation did significantly increase the risk of later
brain cancer (RR: 1.54, 95% CI: 0.84-2.45). B, Those exposed to CT
were at a 1.24-fold higher risk of cancer by 2 years after CT (RR: 1.24,
95% CI: 1.19-1.28), at a 1.38-fold higher risk after 5 years (RR: 1.38,
95% CI: 0.83-1.94), and at a 1.26-fold risk after 10 years (RR: 1.26, 95%
CI: 0.74-1.77) than nonexposed children. C, Compared to those not
exposed to pediatric CT, the cancer risk was 1.35-fold greater for
children exposed to CT when 0 to 5 years of age (RR: 1.35, 95% CI:
1.25-1.45), 1.14-fold for children 6 to 15 years of age (RR: 1.14, 95%
CI: 1.06-1.22), and 1.24-fold for children >15 years of age (RR: 1.14,
95% CI: 1.14-1.34). CT indicates computed tomography; RR, relative
risk.
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exposure to CT radiation; a nationwide survey indicated that

children were sensitive to even the low-dose ionizing radia-

tion associated with CT.27 Last year, a New York Times head-

line read: “We Are Giving Ourselves Cancer,” creating major

public concern. It was estimated that, in the United States, 29

000 tumors per annum were caused by CT radiation2; in

United Kingdom in 2006, CT was thought to have caused

750 fatal cancers.28 Children may be more sensitive to radia-

tion than adults because growth and development are still

ongoing. Most experts believe that the safe CT radiation dose

for children is very low. Children under 5 years of age are at

particular risk; we found that they were at higher risk of later

cancer than children of other ages. Brenner and Hall found

that children aged < 5 years were at the highest risk of later

cancer, consistent with our observation.29 The effects of

radiation may be more pronounced in small bodies, and there

may also be inherent age-specific risks.30 If CT could be

postponed, the risk of later cancer might fall. Specifically,

caution should be exercised with respect to ordering CT for

children under 5 years of age.

The RR of brain cancer was higher in those who underwent

pediatric CT than in those who did not, consistent with previous

epidemiological findings. In 2001, Brenner et al reported

radiation-induced brain tumors in Japanese atomic bomb sur-

vivors6; in 2012, Pearce et al published the first epidemiologi-

cal estimates of brain tumors caused by pediatric CT.12 Brain

cancer was the most common cancer developing after CT; the

pediatric brain may be particularly sensitive to radiation and

should be carefully protected. The need for 2 or more CT ses-

sions was associated with a higher RR of later cancer than one-

off CT. Multiple CT sessions obviously increase the absorbed

radiation dose, triggering both cumulative and stochastic

effects.31 Cumulative effects are often associated with radio-

therapy, whereas stochastic effects are evident after X-ray or

CT; radiation doses vary widely, the threshold doses remain

unclear, and effects may develop many years later.32 Rajara-

man et al performed a case–control study exploring early expo-

sure to diagnostic radiation and the associated risk of childhood

cancer.33 Even at radiation doses less than those of CT, a cancer

risk was evident. Children aged 0 to 100 days who received

diagnostic radiation were at an increased risk of cancer by

14 years of age (OR: 1.16, 95% CI: 0.83-1.62). The estimated

CT radiation dose per examination, usually 3.6 to 5.8 mGy, was

approximately 1- to 2-fold that of background radiation.34

Raelson et al estimated the stochastic effect of pediatric CT

at an average dose of 35.3 mGy and found that the lifetime

attributable cancer risk increased by 0.35%,35 supporting our

finding of a dose–response relationship between CT exposure

and later cancer risk. The cited authors mentioned that high

radiation doses should be avoided in children. Computed tomo-

graphy must be avoided altogether if possible, and, if not,

tailored CT techniques are required.36 Justification is much

more important than optimization; the benefits and risks must

be quantitated. Second, web-based radiation exposure thresh-

olds for children must be established by reference to dose

reports and the outcomes of cohort studies evaluating exposure

risks in this population. Furthermore, the reporting standards of

health care services, which should evaluate the association

between CT and later cancer risk, must be improved. At a

minimum, all studies must be scientifically sound, reproduci-

ble, generally applicable, include clinical definitions of treated

conditions, and describe outcomes. The dose calculation meth-

ods differed among our 7 included studies, seriously compro-

mising comparisons and assessments of clinical cancers as later

complications of CT. In addition, the dose per child, dose spac-

ing, body parts targeted, and nature of the radiation delivered

should be reported. Also, the cancer types explored varied; all

common cancers should be included in analyses. Radiologists,

physicians, technologists, and the public should be educated in

terms of the radiation-related risks of CT to ensure that, when

CT is deemed essential for diagnosis and treatment, it is safe. A

better understanding of the cancer risks associated with CT is

essential; animal or cell models could be used to explore such

risks. Globally, childhood CT has increased dramatically,

thereby increasing the later cancer risk. Reduction of the time

spent by children in accelerator rooms, the use of personal

protective equipment, better ventilation of acceleration rooms,

and CT minimization in children <5 years of age are essential.

A few limitations of this study should be discussed. First,

although the number of participants was relatively large, data

on conditions such as neurofibromatosis, enlarged head, or

headache could not be obtained. Second, whether the follow-

up period was same for all children, with or without CT scans,

was not known, so there was a possibility of selection or lead

time bias. Third, as we lacked access to the original data, it was

difficult to control for any preexisting differences in cancer

incidence between the children with and without CTs. Addi-

tional main limitation of this study is that we didn’t consider

the effects of environmental pollutants on the increasing risk of

cancer at childhood.

Conclusions

Overall, the cancer risk was 1.32 times higher in children

undergoing CT compared to individuals that had not undergone

CT. The risks of certain cancer types following CT increased in

younger individuals, as a function of age and dose. Although

our data must be interpreted with caution, given the limitations

of the papers that we reviewed, this is the most comprehensive

analysis yet performed. At the least, our data should raise con-

cerns regarding the possible impact of CT-related radiation

exposure on the subsequent risk of cancer among the pediatric

population. However, caution is needed when interpreting our

findings because of the heterogeneity among the studies. The

findings should be confirmed in further studies with longer

follow-up periods.
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